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SkyNet   Work Platform Netting

A revolutionary new work platform solution.

Eliminate 
scaffolds, lifts 

and other 
heavy support 

equipment.

Installed & 
maintained by 
InCord-trained 
and certified 

crews.

Engineered for Safety & Versatility
SkyNet panels install between existing structural 
members and are supported by an interwoven grid 
of tension straps. The walking surface, made of High 
Tenacity Polypropylene knotless netting, is predictable, 
easily navigable, and won’t become slippery.

The knotless construction of the netting prevents 
spread of damage in the event of a puncture or slice, 
and can be mended easily in the field.

Increase Productivity and Efficiency
InCord SkyNet can provide your crew better mobility 
across the entire work area, without the need to 
reposition a lift or heavy support structure. Save time 
and money with increased speed and confidence, and 
eliminate constant repositioning of support systems.

Utilizing a specific net and tension strap design, SkyNet provides a 
unique and versatile work platform solution at height, particularly 
in locations where lifts and scaffolds are difficult to deploy and use. 
Already in use for years in Europe, InCord is proud to introduce this 
product to North America.

™

•  Saves time and expense

•  Helps improve crew mobility and safety

•  No cumbersome lifts or scaffolds

•  High Tenacity Polypropylene knotless netting

•  US-German cooperative engineering



InCord is an ISO 9001 registered company.
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Save time and labor and terminate the competition!

Professionally Installed and Maintained
SkyNet systems are installed, inspected and maintained by crews trained and 
certified by InCord and can provide their services across North America. Those 
crews are responsible for daily inspection and re-tensioning to ensure safety and 
the highest level of performance to keep your job running smoothly.

InCord N815 Blue HTPP Knotless Netting
InCord’s N815 High Tenacity Polypropylene knotless netting in blue is used as the 
walking surface of SkyNet systems. The netting meets stringent criteria adopted 
from the European BGI 662 Standard for work platform netting. The blue color 
of the netting is highly visible against most backgrounds to provide confidence 
when using the system. 

Minimal Sag
The netting reaches a maximum under-load sag of about twenty 
inches without further stretching of the material. By the end of the 
work day, the resting sag will be about twelve inches.

N815BL
1-7/8 inch Mesh

SkyNet Tension Strap

20 inches maximum 
sag under load.


